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Abstract— Sentiment analysis has emerged as a powerful tool in financial markets, offering the ability to harness market participants' collective 

wisdom and emotions to make more informed investment decisions. This research paper presents a comprehensive literature review on sentiment 

analysis models in predicting stock prices, focusing on the Bank Nifty Index, a critical benchmark in the Indian financial sector. The review begins 
by elucidating the significance of sentiment analysis in stock price prediction, highlighting its pivotal role in capturing market sentiment, investor 

emotions, and their impact on asset valuations. A detailed overview of sentiment sources, encompassing financial news, social media, reports, and 

other relevant data streams, provides insight into the rich tapestry of information that sentiment analysis can leverage. The paper delves into various 

sentiment analysis approaches, from traditional lexicon-based and rule-based methods to cutting-edge machine learning and deep learning 
techniques. It elucidates the intricate process of integrating sentiment analysis with stock price prediction models, exploring feature concatenation, 

time series integration, and weighted data to incorporate sentiment insights effectively. Evaluation metrics crucial for assessing the performance 

of both sentiment analysis models and stock price prediction models are thoroughly discussed. It concludes by highlighting the substantial potential 

of sentiment analysis in augmenting stock price prediction, offering investors and traders valuable tools to navigate the complexities of financial 

markets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The modern financial landscape is driven not only by 
traditional factors such as economic indicators and company 
financials but also by sentiment and public perception. 
Sentiment analysis, a subset of natural language processing 
(NLP), has emerged as a valuable tool for gauging market 
sentiment from textual data sources like financial news articles, 
social media, and analyst reports [1]. Understanding sentiment 
is crucial for investors and traders as it can provide insights into 
market trends, influence market decisions, and impact stock 
prices. Sentiment analysis can capture explicit opinions and 
subtle nuances, making it a valuable component of predictive 

models for financial markets [2]. The Bank Nifty Index, a 
subsidiary of the Nifty 50 Index, comprises the most liquid and 
actively traded banking stocks listed on the National Stock 
Exchange of India (NSE). It is a vital barometer of the Indian 
banking sector's health and performance [3]. The banking sector 
plays a pivotal role in India's economy, facilitating credit 
creation, economic growth, and financial stability. As such, the 
Bank Nifty Index serves as a bellwether for broader economic 
trends and investor sentiment in the country [4]. 

This literature review aims to provide a comprehensive 
overview of sentiment analysis methods and their applications in 
predicting stock prices, with a specific focus on the Bank Nifty 
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Index. By synthesizing existing research, this review aims to 
offer insights into the efficacy, challenges, and emerging trends 
in utilizing sentiment analysis for stock price prediction in the 
Indian financial context. 

This literature review encompasses extensive sources, 
including academic papers, industry reports, and empirical 
studies, to offer a holistic understanding of the subject. It will 
explore various sentiment analysis techniques, data sources, 
feature engineering methods, and their integration with stock 
price prediction models. 

By addressing these aspects, this literature review seeks to 
shed light on the significance of sentiment analysis in stock price 
prediction and its applicability to the unique dynamics of the 
Bank Nifty Index. 

II. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS IN FINANCIAL MARKETS 

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a 
branch of natural language processing (NLP) that focuses on 
extracting and analyzing subjective information from textual 
data. It aims to determine a text's sentiment or emotional tone, 
such as positive, negative, or neutral feelings [5]. Sentiment 
analysis is paramount in financial markets because it can provide 
valuable insights into investor sentiment, market dynamics, and 
price movements. Understanding market sentiment can help 
traders, investors, and financial institutions make more informed 
decisions, mitigate risks, and capitalize on market opportunities 
[6]. 

A. Role of Sentiment Analysis in Predicting Stock Prices 

Sentiment analysis plays a crucial role in predicting stock 
prices by offering a complementary perspective to traditional 
financial analysis. Here are some key aspects of its role: 

• Early Warning Indicator: Sentiment analysis can serve as 
an early warning system, detecting shifts in market 
sentiment before they manifest in stock price 
movements. For example, a surge in negative sentiment 
in news articles and social media posts may precede a 
stock market downturn [7].  

• Enhancing Predictive Models: Sentiment scores 
extracted from textual data can be integrated into 
predictive models, enhancing their accuracy. By 
considering both quantitative and qualitative factors, 
models can capture the influence of sentiment on stock 
prices [8]. 

• Risk Management: Sentiment analysis helps identify 
potential market risks and sentiment-driven market 
events. Investors and traders can adjust their portfolios or 
trading strategies in response to changing sentiment 
patterns [9]. 

B. Overview of Sentiment Sources 

• News Sources: Financial news outlets, both traditional 
and digital, are primary sources of sentiment data. These 
sources include news articles, press releases, and 
financial reports. News sentiment can be particularly 
impactful on stock prices, especially when significant 
events or earnings reports are announced [10]. 

• Social Media: Social media platforms like Twitter, 
Facebook, and Reddit are rich sources of real-time 
sentiment data. Traders and investors monitor social 
media sentiment to gauge public sentiment and its 
potential impact on stock prices [11]. 

• Reports and Analyst Insights: Analyst reports, corporate 
earnings calls, and financial research publications also 
contain sentiment-rich information. Analyst sentiment 
can influence market sentiment, making these sources 
valuable for stock price prediction [12]. 

• Blogs and Forums: Online investment blogs and forums 
like Seeking Alpha and StockTwits serve as informal 
sources of sentiment data. Investors and traders share 
opinions, analyses, and sentiments, which can provide 
additional insights [13].  

III. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS APPROACHES 

The sentiment analysis approaches from the literature review 
identified are from traditional lexicon-based methods to 
advanced deep learning models which are suitable to stock price 
predictions using sentiment analysis. 

A. Traditional Methods for Sentiment Analysis 

• Lexicon-Based Approaches: Lexicon-based sentiment 
analysis relies on predefined sentiment dictionaries that 
associate words with positive or negative sentiments. 
Words in the text are assigned scores, and the overall 
sentiment is determined based on the sum or average of 
these scores. For example, words like "good" may have a 
positive score, while words like "bad" may have a 
negative score [14]. 

• Rule-Based Systems: Rule-based sentiment analysis 
involves using manually crafted linguistic rules to 
analyse text sentiment. These rules can account for 
negations (e.g., "not good"), intensifiers (e.g., "very 
good"), and other linguistic nuances that affect sentiment. 
Rule-based systems are highly customizable but may 
require continuous updates to remain effective [15]. 

B. Machine Learning Techniques 

• Supervised Learning (SVM, Random Forest): 
Supervised learning techniques for sentiment analysis 
require labelled training data, where each text example is 
associated with a sentiment label (positive, negative, 
neutral). Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Random 
Forest classifiers are commonly used for this task. They 
learn to classify text based on features derived from the 
data [11]. 

• Unsupervised Learning (Clustering, LDA): 
Unsupervised learning methods aim to identify patterns 
and clusters within text data without relying on labelled 
examples. Clustering techniques like K-Means can group 
similar texts together based on their content. Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a probabilistic model that 
uncovers topics in a collection of texts, which can 
indirectly reveal sentiment patterns [16]. 
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C. Deep Learning Methods 

• Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs): Recurrent Neural 
Networks (RNNs) are designed to handle sequential data, 
making them suitable for sentiment analysis tasks. They 
can capture dependencies and context in text by 
considering previous words in the sequence. Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 
are popular RNN variants used in sentiment analysis 
[17]. 

• Transformers: Transformers, particularly models like 
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers) and GPT (Generative Pre-trained 
Transformers), have revolutionized sentiment analysis. 
BERT, for example, can capture contextual information 
by considering both preceding and following words in a 
text, making it highly effective in understanding 
sentiment nuances [18]. 

IV. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS FOR BANK NIFTY 

The following techniques provide comprehensive insights 
into the data sources, data preprocessing techniques, and 
sentiment lexicons, and resources specific to sentiment analysis 
for Bank Nifty, enabling a more accurate analysis of sentiment 
in the financial domain. 

A. Data Sources for Bank Nifty Sentiment Analysis 

• Financial News Articles: Financial news articles from 
reputable sources such as Bloomberg, Reuters, and 
Financial Times provide valuable sentiment data for 
Bank Nifty analysis. News articles often contain insights, 
opinions, and expert views on the banking sector, 
influencing sentiment.  

• Social Media: Social media platforms like Twitter, 
LinkedIn, and specialized finance forums are rich sources 
of real-time sentiment data. Users discuss banking sector 
news, investment strategies, and opinions, making social 
media an essential sentiment source. 

• Earnings Reports: Quarterly and annual earnings reports 
of major banks included in the Bank Nifty Index can 
provide structured sentiment data. These reports often 
include management commentary, which can influence 
market sentiment [19]. 

B. Data Preprocessing Techniques for Financial Data  

• Text Cleaning: Financial text data often contains noise, 
including punctuation, special characters, and irrelevant 
information. Preprocessing involves removing these 
elements and ensuring text data is in a clean, usable 
format [20]. 

• Tokenization: Tokenization splits text into individual 
words or tokens, which facilitates analysis. It's crucial for 
creating word-based sentiment features for models [21]. 

• Stopword Removal: Stopwords (common words like 
"the" and "and") are often removed from financial text as 
they typically don't carry sentiment information [22]. 

• Lemmatization and Stemming: Lemmatization reduces 
words to their base or dictionary form (e.g., "running" to 

"run"), while stemming reduces words to their root form 
(e.g., "running" to "run"). Both techniques aid in feature 
extraction [20]. 

C. Sentiment Lexicons and Resources Specific to the Banking 

and Financial Domain 

• Financial Sentiment Lexicons: Specialized sentiment 
lexicons or dictionaries tailored to the financial domain 
contain sentiment scores associated with financial terms. 
These lexicons help sentiment analysis models 
understand financial language [23]. 

• Word Embeddings: Word embeddings like Word2Vec 
and GloVe trained on financial text can capture context-
specific relationships between words in the banking and 
financial domain. These embeddings enhance the 
understanding of financial sentiment [24][25]. 

• Financial Ontologies: Financial ontologies provide 
structured knowledge about financial concepts, 
relationships, and entities. These ontologies can be 
valuable for sentiment analysis by providing context 
[26]. 

V. STOCK PRICE PREDICTION MODELS 

The various stock price prediction models, including 
regression-based models, time series forecasting techniques, and 
machine learning algorithms, that can be applied to Bank Nifty 
data. The literature review help to explore these models to 
experiment with the stock market data for forecasting the stock 
prices and perform the sentiment analysis. 

A. Regression-Based Models 

• Linear Regression: Linear regression models attempt to 
establish a linear relationship between independent 
variables (features) and the target variable (stock price). 
In stock price prediction, features may include historical 
prices, trading volumes, and sentiment scores. The model 
aims to find coefficients that minimize the error between 
predicted and actual prices [27]. 

• Polynomial Regression: Polynomial regression extends 
linear regression by allowing for non-linear relationships 
between features and stock prices. It can capture more 
complex patterns in the data [28]. 

B. Time Series Forecasting Techniques 

• ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average): 
ARIMA models are designed specifically for time series 
data like stock prices. They consider auto-regressive and 
moving average components and account for seasonality 
and trends. ARIMA models are widely used for short-
term stock price forecasting [29]. 

• Exponential Smoothing (Holt-Winters): Exponential 
smoothing methods forecast stock prices by giving more 
weight to recent observations. Holt-Winters is an 
extension that considers trend and seasonality, making it 
suitable for capturing complex stock price patterns [30]. 

C. Machine Learning Models for Stock Price Prediction 

• Random Forest: Random Forest is an ensemble learning 
method that combines multiple decision trees to make 
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predictions. It's robust, handles non-linear relationships, 
and can capture complex interactions between features 
[27]. 

• Support Vector Machines (SVM): SVMs aim to find a 
hyperplane that best separates data points into different 
classes. In stock price prediction, SVMs can be used for 
regression tasks, making them versatile models for price 
forecasting [31]. 

• Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs): RNNs are neural 
networks designed for sequential data, making them 
suitable for time series-based stock price prediction. 
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent 
Unit (GRU) are popular RNN variants for this task [32].  

• Gradient Boosting (XGBoost, LightGBM): Gradient 
boosting algorithms like XGBoost and LightGBM are 
powerful for regression tasks. They construct a strong 
predictive model by iteratively adding weak learners 
[33]. 

VI. INTEGRATING SENTIMENT ANALYSIS AND STOCK PRICE 

PREDICTION 

The research literature review provides comprehensive 
insights into methods for integrating sentiment analysis with 
stock price prediction models, feature engineering strategies, and 
the challenges and limitations associated with such integration. 

A. Methods for Combining Sentiment Analysis with Stock Price 

Prediction Models 

• Feature Concatenation: One straightforward method is to 
concatenate sentiment scores or features derived from 
sentiment analysis with traditional financial features used 
in stock price prediction. For example, researcher can 
include sentiment polarity scores, sentiment volatility, or 
sentiment divergence as additional features alongside 
historical stock prices, trading volumes, and other 
relevant financial variables [34]. 

• Time Series Integration: In this approach, sentiment data 
is converted into a time series, capturing daily, weekly, 
or even intraday sentiment trends. This sentiment time 
series is then combined with historical stock price time 
series. Time series forecasting models, such as ARIMA 
or LSTM, can be used to predict future stock prices based 
on this integrated time series data [35]. 

• Weighted Data: Assigning weights to historical data 
points based on sentiment scores is another method. 
Recent sentiment scores might carry more weight than 
older ones. This weighted data is then used to train stock 
price prediction models. Weighted regression or machine 
learning algorithms can be employed for this purpose 
[36]. 

B. Feature Engineering Strategies 

• Sentiment Aggregation: Aggregating sentiment scores 
over different time intervals (e.g., daily, weekly) can help 
capture longer-term sentiment trends. For instance, 
researcher can calculate weekly sentiment averages or 
monthly sentiment volatility. These aggregated 

sentiment features can be used alongside other financial 
features for prediction [13]. 

• Sentiment Volatility: Measuring the volatility of 
sentiment scores can provide insights into how rapidly 
market sentiment is changing. High sentiment volatility 
might indicate uncertainty or abrupt shifts in investor 
sentiment, which could impact stock prices [37]. 

• Sentiment Divergence: Analysing the divergence 
between sentiment and stock prices is a valuable strategy. 
For example, if sentiment is strongly positive while stock 
prices are declining, it may signal a potential market 
anomaly. Creating divergence-based features can help 
capture such situations [38]. 

C. Challenges and Limitations in Integration 

• Data Quality and Noise: Sentiment data, particularly 
from social media, can be noisy and unreliable. 
Distinguishing between genuine sentiment and noise or 
spam is a significant challenge in sentiment analysis. 
Low-quality sentiment data can lead to inaccurate 
predictions [31]. 

• Model Overfitting: Integrating sentiment data can lead to 
overfitting if not handled carefully. Overfit models may 
perform well on training data but poorly on unseen data. 
Regularization techniques and feature selection are 
essential to mitigate this issue [39]. 

• Causality vs. Correlation: Determining causality between 
sentiment and stock prices is challenging. Sentiment 
analysis often identifies correlations, but proving 
causation requires rigorous analysis and may still be 
elusive [40]. 

VII. EVALUATION METRICS 

The literature reviews help to find the various evaluation 
metrics for stock price prediction models, sentiment analysis 
accuracy, and domain-specific evaluation criteria, enabling a 
thorough assessment of integrated sentiment analysis models in 
financial contexts.  

A. Metrics for Evaluating Stock Price Prediction Models 

[32][41] 

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE): MAE measures the 
average absolute difference between predicted and actual 
stock prices. Lower MAE indicates better predictive 
accuracy. 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =  𝛴|𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 −  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑| / 𝑛   (1) 

• Mean Squared Error (MSE): MSE calculates the average 
squared difference between predicted and actual prices. 
It penalizes larger errors more heavily than MAE. 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  𝛴(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)^2/𝑛   (2) 

• Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): RMSE is the square 
root of MSE, providing an interpretable measure in the 
same unit as the stock prices. It is sensitive to outliers. 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √(𝑀𝑆𝐸)       (3) 
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• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): MAPE 
expresses the prediction error as a percentage of the 
actual value. It is useful for understanding the relative 
size of errors.  

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  (𝛴|𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 

−  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑| / 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙)  

∗  100 / 𝑛 

(4) 

• R-squared (R2) Score: R2 measures the proportion of the 
variance in the dependent variable (stock price) that is 
predictable from the independent variables (features).   

𝑅2  =  1 −  (𝑆𝑆𝑅 / 𝑆𝑆𝑇)    (5) 

SSR stands for "Sum of Squares Residual," and it 
represents the sum of the squared differences between the 
predicted values (usually from a regression model) and 
the actual observed values. In other words, SSR 
quantifies the variation in the dependent variable that is 
not explained by the regression model. 

SST stands for "Total Sum of Squares," and it represents 
the sum of the squared differences between the actual 
observed values and the mean of those values. SST 
quantifies the total variation in the dependent variable. 

Higher R2 values indicate that the model does a better job 
of explaining the variation in the dependent variable, 
while lower R2 values suggest that the model is less 
effective in explaining the variation. 

• Directional Accuracy (DA): DA assesses whether the 
model correctly predicts the direction of stock price 
movements (e.g., up or down). It is valuable for binary 
classification tasks. 

𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝐷𝐴)  =

 (𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) /

 (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)      

(6) 

 

A. Metrics for Evaluating Sentiment Analysis Accuracy [42] 

• Accuracy: Accuracy measures the overall correctness of 
sentiment predictions. It is the ratio of correctly classified 
sentiment labels to the total number of samples. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 

+  𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) 

/ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 

(7) 

• Precision and Recall: Precision measures the proportion 
of true positive predictions among all positive 
predictions. Recall measures the proportion of true 
positives among all actual positives. These metrics are 
useful for imbalanced datasets. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 / (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 

+  𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) 

(8) 

          𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 / (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 
+  𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) 

(9) 

• F1-Score: The F1-score is the harmonic mean of 
precision and recall. It balances precision and recall and 
is particularly useful when the dataset is imbalanced. 

𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  2 ∗  (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  

∗  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙) / (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

+  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙) 

(10) 

 

B. Domain-Specific Evaluation Criteria [15][43][44] 

• Sentiment Consistency with Market Movements: 
Evaluate how well sentiment analysis aligns with actual 
market movements. Calculate metrics like correlation 
coefficients or cross-correlation to assess the relationship 
between sentiment trends and stock price trends. 

• Impact of Sentiment Features: Analyse the contribution 
of sentiment-related features to stock price prediction 
models. Feature importance scores or regression 
coefficients can indicate the influence of sentiment in the 
prediction.  

• Evaluation Against Market Benchmarks: Compare the 
performance of sentiment-integrated stock price 
prediction models against established market 
benchmarks (e.g., S&P 500) to assess their effectiveness.  

• Risk-Adjusted Metrics: Consider risk-adjusted metrics 
like the Sharpe ratio or Sortino ratio to evaluate the risk-
adjusted performance of a trading strategy based on 
sentiment predictions. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The literature review has provided several valuable insights 
into the application of sentiment analysis in the context of stock 
price prediction, particularly concerning the Bank Nifty Index. 
Sentiment analysis plays a pivotal role in capturing market 
sentiment and investor emotions, which can significantly impact 
stock prices. Researchers and practitioners have extensively 
explored its potential. Sentiment analysis leverages diverse data 
sources, including financial news, social media, earnings reports, 
and analyst opinions. Each source contributes unique 
information that can aid in predicting stock price movements. 
Various sentiment analysis approaches exist, ranging from 
traditional lexicon-based and rule-based methods to 
sophisticated machine learning techniques. Deep learning 
models, such as RNNs and Transformers, have shown promise 
in capturing nuanced sentiment. While sentiment analysis has 
been applied broadly in the financial sector, there is a growing 
interest in applying it specifically to the Bank Nifty Index, given 
its significance in the Indian financial landscape. The integration 
of sentiment analysis with stock price prediction models is a 
complex task. Researchers have explored methods like feature 
concatenation, time series integration, and weighted data to 
incorporate sentiment information effectively. Proper evaluation 
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of sentiment-integrated prediction models involves a range of 
metrics, including MAE, MSE, RMSE, MAPE for prediction 
models, and accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score for 
sentiment analysis accuracy. 

In conclusion, sentiment analysis holds significant promise 
in improving stock price prediction, including for the Bank Nifty 
Index. By leveraging diverse sentiment data sources, advanced 
analysis techniques, and appropriate evaluation metrics, 
practitioners can harness the potential of sentiment analysis to 
make more informed investment decisions and achieve better 
predictive accuracy in the dynamic world of finance. 
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